
There has never been a greater need to migrate to Cloud, data is no longer just something collected and reported on but fundamental to the success of a 
business, driving decisions, actions and predictions. 

Having a modern approach to data is essential, and businesses which have not made good steps towards preparing for the future will see costs spike 
significantly as data demands continue to increase at an exponential rate. There is a risk that organisations that have not made preparations will be left 
behind unable to compete against those with better data strategies. There are already noticeable separations in the market, companies making better use of 
their data, such as with Machine Learning and AI are surging ahead. For many years organisations have been reactive with data, our proven data methodology 
will not only bring data under control but will enable proactive decision-making supporting companies to become data-driven.

Ready to get started? To book your workshops, just email hello@transparity.com and we will contact you with a choice of dates.

Get in touch

Discovery

• Interview stakeholders to 

gather needs and discuss the 

art of the possible

• Review existing data 

landscape against gathered 

requirements 

• Plan the rest of the journey to 

becoming data-driven

Transparity’s Data Modernisation Methodology

Shape your journey to become a data-
driven organisation

Discover Data 
Modernisation: 
5 Day Engagement

Transparity uses a trusted Data Modernisation Methodology that we believe is the quickest way to transition to harnessing the full power of your data. 
Utilising Microsoft Cloud architecture design patterns and established governance, security and privacy frameworks. We believe that we can unlock the 
value in your data and provide faster insights by employing Cloud technology and intelligently designed services.

Design

• Architect a Cloud data 
platform aligning to business 
demands

• Design ETL processes, data 
models, and reports

Build

• Deploy the necessary 
architecture and service 
backbone

• Develop a solution matching 
the planned design

Transition

• Test the new solution meets 
all requirements

• Train the data team on Azure 
Data services

• Communicate change benefits 
to the wider organisation 

During the discovery phase of our methodology a dedicated Transparity Data Expert will provide guidance and direction. Analysing the needs & desires of the 
business by completing workshops and interviewing various members, reviewing these against existing architecture in order to judge the urgency and goals 
of transitioning. Then plan the implementation and begin designs for a future cloud solution that meets all requirements, & puts your business in control.

Final Deliverables
• Summary of findings and recommendations

• Documented plan for next steps of data modernisation journey
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